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By Emily Brown, 14 May 2014

Great performance should have the power to move, to enrage, to instil empathy
and maybe break hearts. Talk to the Demon by Belgian choreographer Wim
Vandekeybus for Ultima Vez manages all of these and still has room for amusing
and disturbing us all at once. Though a little too long, it is a work of quality and
depth, highlighting human cruelty, where no one's actions go unscrutinised.
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Wim Vandekeybus, Choreography
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MORE DANCE REVIEWS

Hofesh Shechter Company's
In Good Company
Catherine Sutherland, 9th June
Six budding choreographers show
five unique dance pieces and one
enthralling film in the third
incarnation of In Good Company at
The Place, London this weekend.
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READ MORE

Russell Maliphant's Still
Current
Shelley Pinto-Duschinsky, 7th June
Talk to the Demon
© Victor Frankowski

This physical theatre work focuses on childhood innocence and the effect
children have on adults around them. Everyone in this work is held accountable
and responsible for what happens on stage, not least the audience who, at the
very start, are told the performance involves one child but two have turned up –
we are asked to vote on which one we want to perform that night. Embarrassed
laughter of disbelief and now guilt ensues, but we vote. And vote overwhelmingly
in favour of Luke, the shy boy that mumbles with a Belgian accent, over Martha,
the confident ten year old from London. From then on Luke is in control, creating
a world where adults are beholden to his wishes and commands.

Russell Maliphant presents five
stunning works, including three new
creations Still, Traces and Still
Current at Sadler's Wells.
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Weighty, abstract and
astounding: Tao Dance
Theatre’s 4 and 5
Catherine Sutherland, 8th June
Young Chinese choreographer Tao
Ye presented two parts of his series
of abstract works to a small audience
in Sadler’s Wells Lilian Baylis Studio
this weekend.
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LAC : un ballet sombre qui
interroge sur le « scandale du
mal »
Anne-Laure FAUBERT, 8th June
Jean-Christophe Maillot
chorégraphie un ballet à mi-chemin
entre le cinéma expressionniste
allemand dans son Prologue et les
codes de la danse néo-classique. Il
s'interroge sur les notions de bien et
de mal, les désirs plus ou moins
assumés du Prince. Une soirée dont
on ne sort pas indemne.
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MORE REVIEWS...
Talk to the Demon
© Victor Frankowski

According to Vandekeybus, the demon of the title is this child, who makes adults
act in ridiculous ways to protect his innocence and avoid his bleak questions that
only a child would ask. In a painfully awkward scene, he asks, “do you love me?”
over and over to one of the men, who squirms and half-answers until finally telling
the truth and saying no. He asks another, “when am I going to die?” Again, the
instinct to protect childhood innocence comes first, but truth comes out
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eventually, with the feeling that it would be less painful to just stop avoiding the
difficult questions.
Then again, pain is something Vandekeybus doesn't shy away from; throughout
his career he has become famous for working with risk and pushing his dancers
to their physical limits. This work is no different. One of the early scenes shows
the adults as a gang of children, who play slapping games, hurl stones across
the stage and finally string one man upside down by his shoelaces. It's an
impressive and upsetting sight, one that becomes more uncomfortable and
powerful as he is left there for minutes on end, red faced.

Talk to the Demon
© Victor Frankowski

There are so many outstanding moments in this work, with its beautifully strong
and exciting performers. Dancer Elena Fokin, who has a quiet, vulnerable
persona for the majority of the work, provides a terrifying duet partner for Luke,
where she becomes a faceless, overgrown child-demon. She whips round him,
hair falling over her face, crawling and shaking in odd, almost comic movements
that are deeply unsettling in their strangeness. This nightmare vision reminds us
of a child's latent power to destroy and inflict pain that grows more powerful in
adulthood. This is picked up at the culmination of the work where the fate of
Martha, the rejected child, is played out through childhood cruelty and adult
bitterness.
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Talk to the Demon
© Victor Frankowski

Talk to the Demon is an impressive work that shows why Vandekeybus is such a
celebrated choreographer. The powerful dancing is only half of it; this work is a
complete piece of theatre and its use of text and stories helps carry it through its
length. If you can last the distance, it is a rich and rewarding experience that just
like Luke, asks some bleak questions about human nature that deserve to be
answered.
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MORE BY EMILY BROWN

Les SlovaKs' Opening Night
Lost Dog's Like Rabbits
Probe: Running on Empty at Brighton Festival
Circusfest 2014: Bikes and Rabbits' Triptych
Growing Old Gracefully: Three Score Dance Company
Saffy Setohy's Unexpected Animal and Kindling
Burrows and Fargion's Cheap Lecture and The Cow Piece
All articles by Emily Brown
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Steve Reich's minimalist music has a big effect
on the Salle Pleyel
1 comment • a month ago

Leopold Tobisch — * the encore was the third

movement of Reich's "Three Movements".

Beauty triumphs in Opera Atelier's Persée
1 comment • a month ago

Early Music World — Here, splendidly articulated at
the very end of the review, is convincing evidence
that the argument that modern …

Tracing the lifelines in Thierry Niang's A Time of
Spring at the Invisible Dog Art Center

Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra and
Mitsuko Uchida shine in Beethoven, …

1 comment • 25 days ago

1 comment • 25 days ago

Catherine A Peila — Lovely images, wish I had been

there but your description gives it life. Invisible Dog
is one of my favorite spaces …
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liedsanger — I think the encore was actually the
Sarabande from Bach's French Suite 5 in G major,
BWV 816.
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